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Feature: B. C. Products Find Better Markets Abroad Than In Canada

British Columbia’s international exports
and imports have both grown strongly in
the 1980’s and 1990’s, moving up with a
rising tide of international trade that has
affected most of the world. Like other
provinces and most countries, British
Columbia has seen both its international
imports and international exports
accounting  for steadily expanding
portions of gross domestic product.

The same cannot be said for its
interprovincial trade. British Columbia’s
exports to other provinces have remained
at about 7% to 8% of gross domestic
product since the mid-eighties. Imports
from other provinces have remained at
about 17%. Over the same period,
international exports grew from 24% to
29%, and international imports grew from
16% to 29%.

Wrong Products To Sell In Canada

British Columbia exports relatively little to
other provinces because most of its
industrial production is concentrated in
commodities that are widely available in
other parts of Canada. Shipping British
Columbia forestry or mineral products to
the big eastern markets is often a matter
of ‘coals to Newcastle’. Producers in
those provinces compete with British
Columbia suppliers in both international
and interprovincial markets.
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1995 British Columbia
Net Interprovincial and International Merchandise Trade Flows
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1995 Interprovincial Trade in Goods (Merchandise)
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 -  5  48  49  254  151  2  2  4  10  0  1
 44  -  52  93  70  158  2  2  8  4  0  0

 296  111  -  477  551  435  24  24  124  95  1  9
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This has meant that eastern provinces
meet most of their needs for the kind of
resource products produced in British
Columbia from their own resources or by
importing them from their immediate
neighbours. Ontario consumption of
lumber products in 1995, for example,
included 53% from its own production,
14% imported from Quebec and only 5%
from British Columbia. Similarly for pulp
and paper products, 56% was produced
within the province. A further 9% was
imported from Quebec, and only 1% from
British Columbia.

Competition from other provinces is less
of a factor for the large scale secondary
manufacturing industries concentrated
mainly in Ontario and Quebec. Ontario
manufacturers of autos, trucks and other
transport equipment accounted for over
80% of Canadian output, with another
13% coming from Quebec. Quebec
apparel manufacturers accounted for 61%
of Canadian output, with another 25%
coming from Ontario.

Persistent Interprovincial Deficits

Relatively weak exports to other provinces
have left British Columbia with
merchandise trade deficits with all other
provinces except Newfoundland and
Prince Edward Island, in 1995.

Interprovincial trade has not traditionally
offered a very attractive proposition for
British Columbia. Prior to the introduction
of North American free trade in the
1990’s, the province sold its natural
resource commodities abroad at prices
determined by international markets,
while being more or less obliged to
purchase secondary manufactured
products from tariff-protected central
Canadian producers. Then, as now, the
prospects were poor for balancing its
interprovincial imports by selling natural
resource products elsewhere in Canada.

The situation has changed in the first half
of the 1990’s, at least as regards imports
from other provinces. North American free
trade eliminated many tariff barriers that
had existed to protect eastern
manufacturing concerns. This allowed
international imports to grow rapidly,

surpassing imports from other provinces
for the first time in 1987, and widening the
gap steadily since then.

However, British Columbia’s exports to
other provinces have been largely
unaffected by free trade and continue to
be very low in relation to the size of the
provincial economy. In 1995 exports to
other provinces accounted for only 8% of
British Columbia’s gross domestic
product. This compared to 14% for
Ontario, 16% for Quebec and 20% for
Alberta.

If there is to be some improvement in
British Columbia’s trade balances with
other provinces in the future, it will likely
be brought about by the diversification of
its industrial base that has been well
under way in the mid-1990’s.

This development has already made itself
felt in the province’s international trade.
Between 1991 and 1995 the portion of
international exports concentrated in
machinery and equipment increased
steadily from 5.5% to 7.9%, and is
projected to climb as high as 11% in
1996. It can be anticipated that exports in
this category will sooner or later be
shipped in greater volumes to eastern
Canadian destinations, pulling up the
value of the province’s exports to other
provinces, and improving its trade
balances with them.

More Imports From Abroad Than From
Other Provinces

Perhaps the most significant trend for
British Columbia’s changing trade
relationship with the rest of Canada, is the
displacement of imports from other
provinces by imports from other countries.
British Columbia imports of cars, trucks
and other transport equipment from
Ontario, for example, fell 36% between
1991 and 1995, while international
imports of these products grew 26%.
Imports from Ontario of electronics and
communications products fell 37%
between 1991 and 1995, while imports
from international sources grew 69%.

There have been similar displacements of
imports from Quebec. These included a
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38% drop in apparel products from
Quebec between 1991 and 1995, as
international imports rose 54%. Imports of
meat, fish and dairy products from
Quebec fell 30% over the same years, as
international imports rose 67%.

Although merchandise imports from the
rest of Canada have been held in check
by competition from international imports
in the 1990’s, they still represent a very
significant part of British Columbia’s
economy. They amounted to twice the
value of exports to other provinces in
1995, and  were equivalent to 16% of
gross domestic product. This compared
with Ontario imports from other provinces
equivalent to 11% of its gross domestic
product, and Quebec interprovincial
imports equivalent to 13% of gross
domestic product.

Loosest Trade Ties To Canada of Any
Province

With its export success in international
markets, and an industrial output that is
generally ill suited for Canadian markets,
British Columbia has developed into the
province that is the least reliant of any on
interprovincial trade.

Its exports to other provinces amounted to
only 15% of its total exports
(interprovincial plus international) in 1995,
the lowest ratio in Canada. For most other
provinces interprovincial trade amounted
to more than twice that. The next lowest
ratio was for Ontario (21%), where larger
interprovincial exports were balanced by
extensive international trade in autos and
parts with the United States.

The concentration of British Columbia’s
trade in international markets is very
apparent in the portions of total exports
destined for particular markets. In 1995
42% of total exports (international plus
interprovincial) were destined for the
United States, and 21% for Japan.

The largest portion destined for any
province went to Alberta (7%), with which
there is a large cross border trade, as
would be expected between neighbouring
provinces.

After Alberta, all other export flows were
relatively minor by comparison. South
Korea and Ontario were the destinations
for about 3% each. Another 2% each
went to Germany, China and Quebec.

1995 Interprovincial Exports
As Percent of Total Exports
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British Columbia Merchandise Exports
By Major Destination - 1995
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